Thank you, Mr Chair,
It is a great honor to be part of the OEWG 2021-25. Thank you, Ambassador Gafoor, for your continuous leadership for democratic, inclusive and transparent OEWG under the UN auspices, particularly 75/240. My name is Kazuo Noguchi of Hitachi America.

First, it is great to be recognized Norms, Rules, and Principals are not only for nation-states but also private industries and citizens of the world. For positive actions, building international digital Trust in public private partnership are essential for capacity building and confidence building.

Second, in terms of Capacity Building, it is great to work together for confident use of ICT in Data, Software, Hardware protected by safeguarding scheme. For our common global technosphere, it is important to work together for mutual trust in global supply chain in critical infrastructure.

Third, we are hambled to serve Resilience, Safety & Security, as well as Environmental innovations anywhere on our globe for daily human lives on only one globe not for political reasons. Impacts from new technologies like IoT, AI, and Quantum need to managed well.

In conclusion, trusted multilateral partnerships are essential for global peaceful ICT. Thank you, Mr. Chair.